
Critical Insight has more than a decade of experience
defending tribal health clinics and hotel/casinos against

cyberattacks. We are offering TribalHub contacts a
complimentary cybersecurity risk assessment, during

which they will learn their 13-key areas of cyber risk and
where they need immediate improvement.

LEARN MORE

Our proprietary back-end technology creates a seamless
experience for our partners to launch their desired

Sportsbook. Whether it's Retail on-property, Online, or
both, GAN has the experience to successfully stand up

your Sports Betting stack around any technical
specifications, regulatory requirements, and overall

operating strategy. 
LEARN MORE

Savings for your tribe or tribal organization offered exclusively through our 
TribalHub Associate Members 

Quickcharge, by MM Hayes, provides tribal employees
cashless payment options and integrates with your

existing pos systems and ID badges. Quickcharge powers
payroll deduction, allowances, and/or gift cards used to

purchase food, gas, and other items. 
CLICK FOR A FREE DEMO

Align yourself with a true 
Services and Solutions partner.....its Clutch

 
LEARN MORE

USBookmaking is a sports wagering service provider to
tribal casinos. We focus on personalized service and bring

sports wagering to tribal casinos in a cost-effective
manner. Retail and online solutions. White label

sportsbook has your brand and you own the player
database.

LEARN MORE

Automated Expenses for Your Tribal Enterprises 
SAP Concur solutions for Tribal Enterprises embrace a
connected ecosystem that incorporates your current

processes and gives you visibility into spending. With SAP
Concur solutions, you can securely track, manage, and
analyze all employee expenditures from start to finish.

LEARN MORE

You don’t have to go to NIGA and visit us @Booth 1902 to
learn about SSI, the #CasinoPOSdisruptor! With all in-

house development/support, our F&B POS is a complete
solution w/ essentials that include RESTful API integration,
custom online ordering, in-place dining delivery & mobile

Enterprise reporting.
LEARN MORE

Contactless guest services, Mobile, Wireless and IPTV
products that are connected to all the technologies in the

room including PMS, POS, Hotel Operation systems.
TribalHub contacts get discounted rates.

LEARN MORE

OCS offers a complimentary service to show you how to
prepare for the cloud including the different paths, their
benefits and pitfalls, stakeholder/goal-setting sessions,

process reviews and delivery of a high-level roadmap to the
cloud aligned to your organization’s unique needs.

LEARN MORE

Did you know your tribal peers are using Document
Management in their casino? Checkout this short blog article

that talks about The Casino & Gaming Management
Dilemma – Why Tribal Communities Need Document

Management.
LEARN MORE

Casino visitors demand engaging, joined-up experiences.
How can casinos create a single journey across hotel,

restaurant, nightclub, fuel station, and gaming table? The
answer is Omnico Commerce: a unified digital platform to

connect all your venue’s touchpoints - traditional POS,
mobile apps, or self-serve kiosks.

LEARN MORE

Summit Partners is a full service IT consulting firm HQ'd in
Las Vegas with extensive gaming IT experience and we're

proud to now be part of TribalHub. We are offering a
complimentary VMware, Network, and Infrastructure

assessment, reach out today to get connected.
LEARN MORE

LINK TECHNOLOGIES, PROFESSIONAL IT SERVICES GIVES
YOU OPTIONS: From standalone SOC monitoring, more
robust SOC + NOC services. Other Services include: Pen
Testing, GDPR Audits, Compliance/Security Assessments,

etc. Our teams of CERTIFIED CONSULTANTS work with you
every step of the way. Call Us 702-233-8703

LEARN MORE

GiG Omnichannel Solution 
Successfully launch your online operation to enter your
next phase of growth with GiG’s Omnichannel solution.

Specializing in bringing land-based operators online, GiG
offers a tailored Omnichannel solution, featuring: Shared
loyalty, Shared wallet & One seamless dual registration.

LEARN MORE

Dasher Technologies, A Converge Company is your Value-
Added Resource, and we are offering you 4 hours of IT

Professional Services at no cost. We can perform Advanced
Analytics, Datacenter, Networking, CyberSecurity and Cloud

Services leveraging our expert professionals. Let’s form a
Value-Added Relationship today! 

LEARN MORE

CSM can help you invest in YOUR STAFF! Our team knows
that a major challenge is finding and retaining employees.
Let CSM show how you can use conversion opportunities
to offset labor costs while still offering higher wages and

even provide raises to existing staff!
LEARN MORE

Deploy and consume software, devices, infrastructure and
applications in a seamless, secure manner. Dell

Technologies offers Tribes and Tribal organizations the
technology expertise, end-to-end solutions and world-class

service you need to be prepared for what comes next. 
LEARN MORE

It’s time rethink your casino resort foodservice options post
COVID! 365 Retail Markets is here to help with a complete
suite of self-service technologies and a partnership that is

catered to you. Let’s build a complete 365 convenience
experience, together. Contact us today:

marketing@365smartshop.com
View Recent TribalWise Webinar

VGS is a proud sponsor of Indian Gaming Convention on
July 19-22 in Las Vegas. Visit booth #1845 to learn about
our single platform for modernizing backup, accelerating

hybrid cloud and securing data. Don’t gamble on your
data protection! Add us to your calendar.

www.veeamgov.com

Hackers never stop – ransomware attacks increased by
102% this year. The Biden administration encourages

businesses, even Tribes, to ramp up their cyber defenses
as soon as possible- anyone can be targeted. Tribes rely

on Bulletproof's experts to protect their Tribal data, digital
assets, and strengthen their security posture. 

LEARN MORE

Digital Engagement is more important than ever-
Engaged Nation is the award-winning leader in digital

engagement marketing. Our propriety REACH
customizable programs will help achieve your critical
marketing objectives & business needs. Our casino

campaigns are proven to generate a measurable ROI
including incremental revenue.

LEARN MORE
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